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OCONEE UNIT 3

Report No.: R0-287/76-6

Report Date: June 3, 1976

Occurrence Date: May 5, 1976

Facility: Oconee Unit 3, Seneca, South Carolina

Identification of Occurrence: Feedwater and reactor coolant flow constants
incorrectly set on the plant computer

Conditions Prior to Occurrence: Power Operation

Description of Occurrence:

On April 30, 1976, a precision RC flow measurement utilizing snecially
installed instruments was performed on Oconee Unit 3 to investigate a
slightly lower-than-normal indicated RC flow. Subsequent analysis of the
test data revealed that the plant computer flow constants for feedwater
flow calculation were greater than the correct values by approximately 2.52
percent, and the flow constants for the RC flaw calculation were less than
the. correct values by approximately 4.52 percent. Therefore, the computer
values of the feedwater flow were greater than the correct flow values by
approximately 2.52 percent and the computer values of the RC flow were less
than the correct values by approximately 4.52 percent. Since the core thermal
power calculations by the plant computer are based on the computer measured
values of the feedwater flow and the RC flow, errors in the computer measured
values of either feedwater flow or RC flow could induce errors in the computer
indicated core thermal power levels.

Analysis of Occurrence:

The plant computer provides information on the core thermal power level
based on three different calculations: (1) a primary heat balance - i.e.,
a heat balance across the primary side of each of the two steam generators
using RC flow, RC inlet and exit enthalpies, pump power, heat loss, etc.;
(2) a secondary heat balance - i.e., a heat balance across the secondary
side of eacb of the two steam generators using feedwater flow, feedwater
enthalpy, st- a enthalpy, pump power, heat loss, etc.; and (3) a best
estimate cal .lation, which consists of obtaining a weighted average of
the more thermal power values obtained from the primary and secondary heat
balances. It is the best estimate power level indication that the operators
use for controlling the reactor power level as well as for calibrating the
out-of-core nuclear instrumentation in the power range. The weighting factors
for the best estimate calculation vary according to the power level, the
primary heat balance power being weighted more heavily at lower power levels,
and the secondary heat balance power being weighted more heavily at higher
power levels.
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The 2.52 percent error in the feedwater flow constants could have caused
the computer-indicated secondary heat balance power level to be in error by
ap'roximately -2.5 percent (a conservative indication) and the -4.5%
error in the RC flow constants could have caused the computer-indicated
primary heat balance power level to be in error by approximately +4.5
percent (a non-conservative indication). These errors could have caused
the best estimate core thermal power indication to be conservative at high
power levels (above 70% FP) and slightly non-conservative at low power levels
with the maximum positive error being approximately 1% FP. Since it is the
best estimate core thermal power indication that is normally used for
controlling the reactor power level and for calibrating the out-of-core
power range nuclear instrumentation, and since the 1% FP error induced in
the best estimate core thermal power values by the errors in the computer
flow constants is less than the 2% FP heat balance error assumed in the
safety analysis, it is concluded that this incident did not create an unsafe
condition and that it did not affect the health and safety of the public.

Corrective Action:
i

The correct flow constants were incorporated into the Oconee Unit 3 computer
flow calculational program on May 4, 1976. In addition, these flow constants
will be verified annually upon completion of the annual RC flow measurement.

Ti.e computer flow constants for Oconee Units 1 and 2 have been checked and
verified to be correct.
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